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Editorial
Apart from the ubiquitous presence of new issue
reports this issue of JP presents an interesting
variety of articles and contributors.
One of the two feature articles is the second half
of a fascinating study by Anker Nielsen on foreign
mail registration labels. It examines and provides
an intriguing and plausible explanation of the code
system using the letters A, B or C seen on some of
the labels that has been a mystery for over 30
years.
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In addition Anker was the catalyst that led to the
production of our other feature article, by
providing its author Todd Lewis with an image of
a China Clipper cover that passed through the
hands of Karl Lewis, and in the process received a
“Yokohama A” foreign registration label. Todd’s
expert analysis of the markings on this cover make
for absorbing reading.
Having also been the incentive for our sole Letter
to the Editor (page 186) published in this issue of
JP contributed by relatively new member Kanji
Nakano as well as for an imitation LCD evaluated
at pages 198-199, makes one further appreciate the
value of Professor Nielsen’s involvement in this
single issue of the journal.
Mention also needs to be made about an intriguing
privately produced “novelty folding card” related
to the 1904-1905 Russo-Japanese War contributed
by frequent correspondent Stephen Dowd as a
Question and Answer (Q & A) column item.
Last but not least I was pleased to receive an
update (I’m always eager to publish updates!) by
Florian Eichhorn about a “hybrid version” of the
fee paid handstamp marking that he had initially
presented in a two-part article in 2016/2017.
Finally, a reminder about the first-ever all-member
online ISJP ZOOM meeting which has been
planned for 17 November 2020 mentioned on page
168 of our last issue. I commend this initiative and
in particular the leadership role being taken by
ISJP Director Edwin Kawasaki in its organization
and encourage all members to consider
participating. See page 228 for the full details.
- Ron Casey
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Question & Answer Column

Q75/172: I recently acquired this intriguing “novelty folding card”, shown both folded out (below) and
semi-folded (top of page 173). Before purchasing it I sought the advice of three experienced collectors,
who provided me with some useful information, including the fact it was a novelty card most probably
produced to celebrate the Japanese victory in the 1904-1905 Russo-Japanese War with the panel to the
right stating on its banner, “Celebrating Triumphal Return,” mounted on what appears to me to be a
triumphal arch.
The left hand panel remains a complete mystery to me, although it seems obvious that it’s a celebratory
dinner. The woman in the cameo may be the clue, but I cannot identify her.
Any assistance that readers can provide about this item would be greatly appreciated.
Stephen Dowd, ISJP 6397
Glenunga, South Australia
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A: This item is, as indicated by the imprint on the address side (illustrated below), a Jitsuyō Shin'an
Efūsen (Novel Concept Illustrated Sealed Stationery Article). These were apparently a popular novelty
in the early 20th century, although I have so far found only two more such items illustrated in a brief
Internet inquiry. It was presumably issued to cash in on the national fervor following Japan’s victory in
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. The panel on the right depicts the Japanese military leaders
arriving at a reception and being greeted by persons who are probably municipal figures and their ladies.

The banquet scene on the left seems self-explanatory to me, though I have also found nothing to connect
the lady in the photograph with anything going on there, but there’s a strong probability that she was a
member of the Japanese nobility who played a role on the home front during the war. The prominence
of the U.S. and British flags suggests recognition of those countries’ role in supporting the Japanese war
effort, especially the large loan which Kuhn, Loeb & Co. floated for Japan in the United States. I have
a sense that the prominence of the British flag also reflects the influence of the Anglo-Japanese treaty
of 1902, which the Japanese saw as a major entrée into international standing, as well as the financial
support which they also received from the British during the war. The U.S. flags may also be a
recognition of the role of Theodore Roosevelt in mediating an end to the war, for which he received the
Nobel Peace Prize.
I do not see a date on this item, though its presumable subject implies late 1905 or more likely 1906,
which was also a time when postal novelties were extremely popular and elaborate cards were published
both officially and privately to celebrate current events.
[Ken Bryson, ISJP Librarian] 
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Karl Lewis and the China Clipper
by Todd J. Lewis (KL Project coordinator)
Images of a fascinating cover were forwarded to me recently by ISJP Director Anker Nielsen, as he searched
through material for his then upcoming article on foreign registration labels.(1) This is a China Clipper cover
which passed through the hands of Karl Lewis. A previous discussion of the China Clipper service to Japan
featuring a 1939 cover from Dwight D. Eisenhower was the subject of an article published at JP 40/130-134 in
1985.

History
In 1932, orders were placed with the Glenn L. Martin Company in Baltimore, Maryland, by Pan American
Airways for three flying boats. They were designated as Martin M-130’s (Figure 1) and the first was completed
in 1935 at a cost of $417,000. They were given names of “China Clipper”, “Hawaii Clipper” and “Philippine
Clipper”. The planes were 91 feet long with a 130-foot wingspan, a gross weight of 52,850 pounds, and could
carry over 4,000 gallons of fuel with a flying range of 3,200 miles. They were powered by four Pratt and Whitney
830 horsepower engines and could achieve an airspeed of 130 mph. The plane was all-metal except for the trailing
edge of the wings which were made of fabric. There was a double bottom hull to provide greater stability in the
water and stubby sea wings with struts under the fuselage to help support the wings and increase stability while
floating.
The China Clipper was the first of the three
constructed. It participated in a series of four
survey flights beginning in April 1935 which
carried limited amounts of mail. A formal
commercial Pan American Airways Pacific
Clipper Airmail Service was commercially
inaugurated on 1935.11.22. The airline had
established bases on several remote islands
across the Pacific including uninhabited
Wake Island and it still had to complete
lodging and other facilities prior to initiating
passenger service on 1936.10.21.
On the inaugural flight of 1935.11.22, the
China Clipper was piloted by Ed Musick
with Fred Noonan as navigator. (Noonan
disappeared two years later with Amelia
Earhart.)
As it took off, the plane
Figure 1
encountered the under-construction San
Martin M-130 “China Clipper”
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge but was too
The plane is seen on its inaugural 1935.11.22 commercial flight
heavy to fly over it. Thus, the aircraft along
flying over the Golden Gate Bridge construction site.
with a number of chase planes now acting
like lemmings flew under the bridge. The vast number of spectators for this event apparently assumed that this
was part of the “show”. The flight covered approximately 8,210 miles with 4 interval stops at Honolulu, Midway
Island, Wake Island, and Guam, finally arriving on 1935.11.29 in the Philippines with 110,000 pieces of mail in
58 bags (Figure 2).

1

Editor’s Note. Professor Nielsen’s article has since been published in two parts, at JP 75/108-128, and in this edition of JP at pages 187197)
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Figure 2
Illustrated flight path of China Clipper’s inaugural
flight from San Francisco.

Figure 3
Pan American China Clipper flight schedule for
passenger service. Note the additional leg to Macao.

The first leg of the trip between California and Honolulu involved 2,390 miles of open ocean flying. This was
followed by the 1309 miles on the Honolulu to Midway Island leg, 1,181 miles on the Midway to Wake Island
leg, 1,502 miles on the Wake to Guam leg and the final 1,592 miles from Guam to Manila. Originally, the route
was planned to go on another 600 miles to Hong Kong but landing rights were not initially granted by the British
as they had a flagged carrier with similar plans. Macao was later selected as a terminal destination. The total
flying time was 59 hours and 48 minutes over 6½ days as can be seen on a later produced flight schedule
(Figure 3). This was about 2 weeks shorter than the 21 days required by the fastest passenger ship to make the
trip.

Cover Details
This cover, shown front and back at Figure 4 and Figure 5, was prepared by John Sharp of New Bedford,
Massachusetts, U.S.A., and sent to Karl Lewis in Yokohama, Japan, on 1935.11.22 via the first commercial transPacific flight of the China Clipper. The cover arrived at Manila in the Philippines Islands on 1935.11.29. From
there it was forwarded to Yokohama (presumably by ship) where it arrived on 1935.12.19.
It was received by Karl Lewis and an address sticker returning it to John Sharp was applied together with
appropriate postage and Karl Lewis’s unique notations. It was mailed back to Massachusetts via the Yokohama
post office by registered mail on 1935.12.21 arriving in Seattle on 1935.12.30 and subsequently Brockton,
Massachusetts, on 1936.1.2 en route to New Bedford.
This was a round-trip time of over 41 days not including the unrecorded time to get the cover to San Francisco
for the initial flight and to forward it from Brockton to New Bedford on the return leg. Besides being a first flight
cover, it is a first-day cover (for the US 25c airmail stamps), and a “To” Karl Lewis cover (see JP 72/266-310).
A seapost cover (Figure 6) mailed by Karl Lewis to John Sharp on 1936.5.26 provides evidence that Sharp was
a well-known customer, especially with the unique “With our Compliments” message designated from both Karl
and Sada Lewis on the reverse (Figure 7).
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Figure 4
1935.11.22 First Flight cover sent by John Sharp to Karl Lewis (front).

Figure 5
1935.11.22 First Flight cover sent by John Sharp to Karl Lewis (reverse).
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Figure 6
1936.5.26 U.S.S. Augusta Foreign Seapost cover to John Sharp (front).

Figure 7
1936.5.26 U.S.S. Augusta Foreign Seapost cover to John Sharp (reverse).
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Figure 8
1935.11.22 First Flight cover sent by John Sharp to Karl Lewis (front, with annotations).

Figure 9
1935.11.22 First Flight cover sent by John Sharp to Karl Lewis (reverse, with annotations).
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Cover Analysis (Figures 8 and 9)
This analysis examines various items of interest itemized on both the front of the cover (Figure 8) and on its
reverse (Figure 9).
Mr. Sharp typed the address to Karl Lewis at PO Box 69, Yokohama, Japan at the lower right. This address
was later covered (see Note “L”, page 181) by Karl Lewis applying the sticker with Sharp’s address over
his typed address. Part of that sticker has been removed revealing the partially visible initially typed Karl Lewis
address.
Mr. Sharp typed his return address at the upper left.
Mr. Sharp also typed “Par Avion” and “By Air Mail” along the top of the cover.
$1.00 in U.S. postage was applied, consisting of a plate
number block of 4 of the 25¢ value (Scott C20) from the China
Clipper Airmail issue (Figure 10). The 25¢ value in the set was
issued on the day of the inaugural commercial trans-Pacific flight of
the China Clipper on 1935.11.22. It is in blue and pictures the fourengine Martin M-130 seaplane flying west on its inaugural flight. It
also pictures the sun rising over the U.S., with an ocean view of a
Chinese junk and an ocean liner. The design includes the inscription
“November 1935” which is the first time the month and year of issue
were featured on a U.S. stamp.
With respect to postage fees, the trans-pacific trip was broken into 4
flight legs comprising 3 distinct postal segments which were
reversed on the return trip. These comprised San Francisco to
Honolulu, Honolulu to Guam, and Guam to Manila.
The postage was 25¢ per
segment, thus the full trip from
San Francisco to Manila
involving all 3 segments cost a
total 75¢. A total of 110,866
covers were flown out of San
Francisco including 44,346 full
flight covers which usually
contained a strip of three-25¢
stamps. Some covers such as
this one contained $1.00 in
postage which overpaid this
rate including more than the
required standard international
rate to forward the cover from
Manila on to Japan. This was
probably done to produce a
philatelic first flight cover with
a plate number block.
A
similarly franked cover was
prepared
for
President
Roosevelt (Figure 11).

Figure 10
25¢ China Clipper Airmail stamp issued
on 1935.11.22.

Figure 11
San Francisco to Manila cover created for President Roosevelt
with plate number block.
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Below the stamps, Mr. Sharp typed:
BY FIRST CONTRACT TRANS-PACIFIC FLIGHT
VIA HAWAII, GUAM & PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The stamps are tied by a single San Francisco, California, circle with banner datestamp applied on
1935.11.22. It is not known from where this cover originated noting that its first posting occurred in San
Francisco, not Massachusetts where Mr. Sharp resided. It is obvious based upon 110,000 flown commemorative
covers that a system to congregate prepared covers in San Francisco was probably managed through local post
offices.
There is a blue inked number, 11402, on the front of unknown purpose though likely applied at the post
office. It is noted that other covers on this flight that I have seen were not numbered.
A common commemorative cachet was applied in green and
designated that this cover was on the San Francisco to Manila
flight. This cachet was generally struck in green or violet. It shows the
China Clipper in flight with a clipper ship on the sea below. There is a
“FIRST FLIGHT” banner at the top and TRANS-PACIFIC in a
skeletonized font running across the clipper ship’s sails and open sea
with “F.A.M.ROUTE 14” (standing for Foreign Air Mail Route 14) to
the right of the ship. There is a scrolled banner at the bottom
designating the specific route of the trip, this example reading “San
Francisco (Alameda Airport) [to] Manila”. A version used on the return
flight leg from Honolulu to San Francisco is illustrated in Figure 12.
This example is signed by the pilot, Captain Edwin C. Musick.
A specific commemorative cachet was created for each postal segment
including interval legs such as Guam to Manila resulting in 5 possible
combinations. In each direction, mail to and from Wake Island was
canceled in Honolulu with a different commemorative cachet used on
the island (Figure 13). No covers are known with a Midway
commemoration.

Figure 13
Cover mailed from Wake Island with Honolulu cancellation.

Figure 12
Commemorative cachet used on the
return flight leg of the First TransPacific Commercial Air Service,
signed by pilot,
Captain Edwin C. Musick.
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The return trip was similarly commemorated listing
eastbound flight designations. A cachet with a cruder version
of the map (Figure 2) was applied to many covers flying
eastward fro m the Philippines (Figure 14). These covers are
all stamped on the date of departure, 1935.12.2.
The cover arrived in Manila on 1935.11.29 and
received a Manila Philippine Islands slogan datestamp
on the reverse promoting Manila as the trade center of the
Pacific. Some covers contain this on the front.
The cover then traveled by ship to Yokohama where it
was struck with a 1935.12.19 Yokohama foreign comb
receiving datestamp on the front.

Figure 14
Map cachet applied to many covers flying
eastward from the Philippines.

The cover was datestamped on the left side of the reverse on the day of arrival 1935.12.19. This may have
been performed at the post office upon arrival or by Karl Lewis.
Karl Lewis opened the cover and removed its contents. There was probably a letter of instruction along
with an adhesive address sticker to mail this cover back to Mr. Sharp. Karl Lewis applied this address
sticker over his typed address.
On the reverse Karl Lewis applied a return address sticker that was probably originally in violet, now faded.
This specific label is in the same format as the type 5C Karl Lewis return address labels (see JP 72/287288) but utilizes a previously unreported font.
Below this, Karl Lewis applied his custom-made ship cachet (see JP 66/257) in violet which subsequently
faded.
Lewis lightly wrote on the back flap “DO NOT OPEN” instead of his typical “)N(“ (see JP 65/30-34).
Karl Lewis applied 51 sen in Japanese postage consisting of the 33 sen and 18 sen airmail stamps (Scott
C6 & C7, JSCA A4 & A5) to the front of the cover. This paid for the return postage to the United States
with registration. This rate appears to be problematic as there is 51 sen in Japanese postage for the trip from
Yokohama to Massachusetts on a registered cover marked airmail. I cannot determine how the applied postage
rate was calculated. The international first class postal rate at the time was 10 sen, with an additional 20 sen for
airmail to the U.S. and 16 sen for registration. This means that the total should have been 46 sen, not the 51 sen
as applied. The additional postage may merely represent an effort by a philatelist to utilize the two top value
airmail stamps on a cover.
Karl Lewis affixed a bilingual French/Japanese language airmail label of the type issued on 1928.6.1 (see
JP 50/7).
Karl Lewis applied a 米國行
米國行 (Beikoku-yuki or “To the United States”) hand stamp that was probably
originally in violet to the front of the cover.
Karl Lewis or one of his assistants brought the cover to what Anker Nielsen has determined (see pages
192-193 of this issue of JP) was the Yokohama Central post office where it was registered and received a
“Yokohama A” registration label.
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The letter was cancelled on 1935.12.21 with a Yokohama scenic datestamp tying the 2 stamps.
The cover arrived in Seattle, Washington on 1935.12.30 and was struck by a circular receiving datestamp
on the reverse.
The cover was then transported (possibly by air) to Brockton, Massachusetts where it arrived on 1936.1.2
and received a circular receiving datestamp on the reverse. The cover would then have been delivered to
Mr. Sharp in New Bedford.
The cover arrived in Seattle from Yokohama in 9 days. The trans-Pacific ships took 21 days to make the crossing.
There was no feasible way to return this cover on the maiden return flight of the China Clipper as it departed from
Manila on 1935.12.2 arriving back in San Francisco on 1935.12.6, several days before it reached Karl Lewis. It
could have been flown on the return leg of the second clipper flight from Manila to San Francisco, but how did it
get to the Philippines and why are there no interim transit markings between the 1935.12.21 cancellation at
Yokohama and the 1935.12.30 customs cancel at Seattle?
There remain unanswered questions about this interesting piece of aerophilately and Karl Lewis history. If anyone
has a theory to explain this cover’s return travel to the U.S., please let me know. 
———

———

New Members of the
International Society for Japanese Philately
Codes for Collecting Interests: Japan Proper
a
b
b1
c
d
e

=
=
=
=
=
=

19th century definitives
20th century definitives
21st century definitives
special issues
postal stationery
specimen overprints

f
g
h
i
j
k

=
=
=
=
=
=

first day covers
other covers & cancels
forgeries & fakes
revenue stamps
topicals, thematic
other

Colonies, Occupied areas,
Manchoukuo,
or Ryūkyū Islands
a = stamps
b = postal stationery
c = covers & cancels

In comparison with other philatelic interests, Japanese-area philately is:
X = chief interest

Y = one of several interests

Z = sideline interest

6535

Lane, Mr Marc, 441 West El Norte Pkwy, Escondido CA 92026. Japan b, b1, g, j; Colonies c; Ryūkyū Islands a, b, c;
as Y since 1999. [source: Internet]

6536

Hoshi, Ms Jennifer, Maruyama 2-25-216-1, Isogo-ku, Yokohama 235-0011, Japan. School librarian. Japan a, b, c,
d; as X, started by a relative in 1906. [source: Internet]

6537

Kusumoto, Mr Richard, 275 Hokulani St, Makawao HI 96768. Japan c, f, g; Colonies c; Ryūkyū Islands c; since
2015. Member APS, Hawaiian Philatelic Society. [source: Linn’s Stamp News]

6538

Whitchurch, Mr Phil, 21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol BS49 5HQ, United Kingdom. Retired. Japan a, b,
b1, c; as Y since 2013. [source: Internet]

6539

Fischer, Mr Jonas, Rue de l’Aqueduc 45, Brussels 1060, Belgium. Civil servant. Japan a; as Y since 2015. [source:
Internet]
FORMER MEMBER REJOINING THE SOCIETY

4136
Rubinger, Prof Richard, 5050 E Heritage Woods Rd, Bloomington IN 47401. Retired Japanese history professor.
Japan a, b; Occupied areas a; Manchoukuo a; as X since 1966.
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2020.6.1
Summer Greetings Postcards
Introduced in 1950, these annual postcards were originally titled shochū mimai hagaki (“summer greeting
postcard”). From the 2006 issue onwards, the name has been changed to the less formally worded natsu no
otayori hagaki. In 1986 the Postal Services Ministry began also calling these cards by the “pet name” (aishō) of
kamomēru, a blend of kamome (seagull) and mēru (mail), and now this is the term by which they are most often
referred.
This year’s issue comprises 5 different designs: two in each of the eiri “illustrated” and muji “plain” categories,
as well as one for the production of “original” cards. Once again we would like to acknowledge the valuable
assistance from ISJP members Arlan van Doorn and Mr. Y. Suzuki, whose provision of copies of these cards
significantly helped in compiling this new issue report.
Illustrated Cards
The first of these cards, shown below, with a value tablet measuring 20.5 x 22.5 mm, and printed in 2 offset inks,
is called “morning glories”. The message side, printed in 4 offset inks, is called “morning glories and wind
chimes”. The designs on both front and back were produced by Oyama Keiko. There were 13,140,000 copies of
this card issued.
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The value tablet design on the second illustrated card, shown above, is called “fireworks”. It measures 22.5 x
22.5 mm and was printed in two offset inks. The message side of the card, printed in 4 offset inks, is called
“distant fireworks”. The designs on both front and back were produced by Yamaguchi Kinuyo. 12,852,000
copies of this card were issued.
Plain Cards
This year two plain cards were issued. The first of these, top left page 185, has an imprint design (18.5 x 22.5
mm) by Nomura Sachiho titled “wind chimes”. A total of 44,524,000 of these cards were printed in in 2 offset
inks, comprising single cards (22,556,000), cards in sheets of four (21,884,000), and cards notched for the blind
(84,000). The other plain card, top right page 185, has an imprint design (20.0 x 22.5 mm) by Nakamura Ayumi,
called “tropical fish”. This card was issued on inkjet paper, and a total of 53,784,000 cards were printed in 2
offset inks. This year’s illustrated and plain cards were available for sale at post offices nationwide from 2020.6.1
to 2020.8.31.
Original Cards
Once again, an “original card” has been produced for private advertisers to
incorporate their own designs. The imprint design (right) of this year’s original
card by Sue Muneaki measures 22.5 x 22.5 mm printed in two offset inks and is
titled “morning glories”.
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However, it became much more difficult for many potential customers this year when the online interactive
service called “DM [Direct Mail] Factory” was stopped on 31 March. In addition, Japan Post deemed that the
minimum order for cards
would be 10,000 for the
standard “vertical-type” format
and 5,000 for the “horizontaltype” format. The cost for a
minimum order of the latter
option was ¥555,000. ISJP
member and postal stationery
dealer Mr. Y. Suzuki obtained
a number of cards from a major
dealer who made such a
purchase. One of these is
pictured at right. 
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Dear Editor,
I read with great interest Anker
Nielsen's article “Registration labels
on foreign mail from 1892 to 1945”
published at JP 75/108-128. I wish to
share some information about three
related items from my collection of
postmarks in Japanese offices in
Korea.
The first relates to the article’s Table
4 at 75/113 concerning Type 2 labels.
This 1912 cover (pictured below), originating from
稷山金鉱 (Shokusan Kinkō) in Korea, bears a “Kobe,
Japan C” label, which may warrant an addition to the
“Japanese territories” column of the table. It also bears
a native-letter registration label affixed at the origin.
The other two covers bear Roman-letter registration
labels used in Korea, though they are out of the article’s

scope [Editor’s Note: Details of these
two items have been omitted from this
published article].
Kenji Nakano, ISJP 6491
(Rye, New York, USA)
[Author’s response: Thank you very
much for your information. I will
include the details in my lists. I am
currently working on an article about
registered letters from Japanese
external territories such as Korea.
That will be published in a future edition of JP. If other
members have copies of foreign registered letters sent
from Japan or its external territories prior to 1946,
please send a copy to me at scircle@ankernielsen.dk.
Of special interest are Nagoya registration labels but
also labels from the other places with few occurrences
included in my lists. Letters with both a domestic and
a foreign registration label or handstamp are interesting
as it tells about the route the letters took inside Japan.
Anker Nielsen]
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Foreign registration labels
with letter codes A, B or C
by Anker Nielsen

Introduction
In my article about registration labels on foreign mail used from 1892 to 1945 published in the August 2020 issue
of Japanese Philately (JP 75/108-128), I made mention of a code system using the letters A, B or C seen on some
of the registration labels. These letters, used as indicators of the origin of the registered item, started in 1902 at
Tōkyō with registration label Type 2. This follow-up article presents my research on the use of these A, B and C
indicators.
There has been only one previous article in JP that has taken a serious look at the usage of these letters. It appeared
in the December 1990 issue (JP 45/263-266) under the authorship of the then Editor Robert M. Spaulding, Jr. His
stated aim for the article was to test a hypothesis put forward by Arai Norimoto in the August 1985 edition of the
Japanese periodical Kitte Kenkyū concerning the usage of these letters. Arai’s published hypothesis (based on
information provided by Arata Kōichi) was that the letter A was used on mail initially registered at the post office
(designated as a foreign mail exchange office) named on the label.
It was further stated that the letter B was used on the label of mail that had been originally lodged at a nearby
small office (e.g., in a ward of Tōkyō) that was not designated as a foreign mail exchange office, while the letter
C was used on mail forwarded from distant post offices, typically from other prefectures or a Japanese external
territory (e.g., Korea). Dr. Spaulding’s test involved the examination of 100 covers, for which only 34 fitted the
Arata/Arai hypothesis.
Although the hypothesis was largely disproved in the JP 45/263-266 article, there has been no subsequent article
published in JP that provides a possible explanation for the significance of these letters. I sought to see if I could
establish some consistent relationship by accessing a larger sample of letters than the 100 examined in 1990.
Having information from the 938 registered letters examined in my August 2020 article provided the background
to examine things a bit more fully. From further analysis of this data source I identified that the use of the letters
A, B and C was most important in large cities such as Tōkyō, Yokohama, Ōsaka, Kōbe and Nagasaki.
An important thing to remember when examining these registration labels is that if you go to the post office with
a registered letter to be sent overseas you will get a receipt with the registration number. This number is put on
the letter at the post office. The registration number on a letter can be one from a domestic registration label, if
you have gone to a small post office that is not designated to process foreign mail. This type of registration is the
same as if you send a registered letter inside Japan. But the letter cannot be sent out of Japan without following
the UPU rules that say that there must be a registration label with a large R and a city/town name in Roman letters
and a registration number in Arabic numerals. The result is that a letter with a domestic registration will be sent
to an exchange post office that will place one of its foreign registration labels and its Roman letter postmark on
the letter. The exchange post office must maintain a list of the name and number for the domestic label as well
as the new foreign label in case there is a complaint.
This article examines and discusses the usage of the letters A, B and C on foreign mail registration labels at the
five major cities of Tōkyō, Yokohama, Ōsaka, Kōbe and Nagasaki. The tables are based on the numbers reported
in my JP 75/108-128 article on the four types of foreign registration labels used in Japan from 1892 to 1945.
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Tōkyō
Tōkyō introduced the letters first in 1902 and used only A and B. The romanized spelling of Tōkyō on the
registration label changed in the period from “Tokio” to “Tokyo”, but that is not important in this context. Table 1
records the text on the labels as “Tokyo” but that also includes labels with “Tokio”. Tōkyō Central post office is
located near Tōkyō Station at Marunouchi in Chiyoda Ward.

Table 1
Foreign Registration labels:
Recorded instances at Tōkyō by place of registration origin
Text on
label

Tokyo
Tokyo A
Tokyo B

Location of originating registration
The place
Local post
Other Japan
Japanese
post office
office
prefectures
territories

19
65
17

197

32

2

“Tokyo” and “Tokyo A” labels are from the Tōkyō Central post office. The large number (197) of letters recorded
with “Tokyo B” labels originated from other post offices within Tōkyō. The 17 “Tokyo B” labels that were found
on letters from the Tōkyō Central post office are assumed to have been mistakes. The other “Tokyo B” labels
were from post offices in other prefectures in Japan (32) and Japanese external territories (2).
My conclusion from these observations is that:
“Tokyo A” was used for mail from the Tōkyō Central post office.
“Tokyo B” was used for mail originally lodged for registration at other post offices in Tōkyō
wards, other prefectures, or Japanese territories. This mail all had a domestic registration label
or handstamp. An example of a “Tokio B” label is depicted in Figure 1, used on a 1929 letter
originally registered at the Imperial Hotel post office in Tōkyō.

Figure 1 - 1929 registered letter sent from the Imperial Hotel in Tōkyō to Germany. It bears a domestic registration stamp of
Imperial Hotel 967 and a “Tokio B” foreign mail registration Type 3 label.
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Tōkyō did not use three codes for the mail as implied by the Arata/Arai hypothesis, although I must mention that
I have seen one letter with a “Tokyo C” label. That was on an official letter without franking from the Japanese
postal administration to the Danish postal administration. The Japanese postal administration probably had an
internal post office for official mail sent mostly within Japan. A foreign letter was probably marked “Tokyo C”
to be sure it came to the correct post office if it was returned.

Kōbe
Kōbe, the capital city of Hyōgo Prefecture, started using the A, B and C letters in 1909. “An official guide to
Eastern Asia” published by the Japanese Government Railways in 1914 mentions that there were two post offices
that handled foreign mail, respectively named Kōbe and Sannomiya. Their relative positions can be seen in
Figure 2, showing a contemporary map of central Kōbe. To the left is Kōbe Station and the Kōbe Central post
office. To the right is Sannomiya Station and Sannomiya post office (number 16). The foreign settlement area is
to the right of Sannomiya post office.

Figure 2 – Map of Kōbe showing the relative positions of the Kōbe Central post office and
the Sannomiya post office (number 16)

Roman-letter comb postmarks from both post offices were mentioned in ISJP Monograph 7, The Roman Letter
Postmarks of Japan, published in February 1979, but a far more comprehensive investigation of the subject was
published in the June 1979 issue of Japanese Philately (JP 34/155-157) by George Fisher. His study lists a
continuous usage of a “Kobe” Roman-letter comb postmark with “Japan” in Part C from 1907, and the usage of
similar Roman-letter comb postmarks used at Sannomiya under a number of different names starting in 1905.
These include “Sannomiya Kobe”, “Kobe Sannomiya”, “Sannomiya”, and “Kobe 2”.
The 2008 Handbook of Japanese Postmarks provides a more up-to-date summary of the earliest and latest usages
of the Roman-letter comb postmarks. On page 203 it lists “Kobe” used from 1906-1934, “Kobe 2” used from
1918-1926, “Sannomiya” from 1914-1925, and “Sannomiya Kobe” from 1906-1924. After 1927 both post offices
(Kōbe and Sannomiya) used a “Kobe” postmark.
Turning attention now to Roman-letter registration labels, we see from the information in Table 2 (page 190) that
it is clear that “Kobe A” and “Kobe B” labels were used at one or more designated foreign mail exchange post
offices in central Kōbe. “Kobe C” labels were used on registered mail originating from other post offices in Kōbe
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City and Hyōgo Prefecture, as well as from other prefectures in Japan and Japanese external territories. This mail
all had a domestic registration label or handstamp.

Table 2
Foreign Registration labels:
Recorded instances at Kōbe by place of registration origin
Text on
label

Location of originating registration
The place
Local post
Other Japan
Japanese
post office
office
prefectures
territories

Kobe A
Kobe B
Kobe C

64
38
14

39

4

From the comb postmarks it is known that central Kōbe had two foreign mail exchange post offices, Sannomiya
and Kōbe Central. Table 3 provides information on the label names and postmarks used.

Table 3
Foreign registration label names by postmarks
used at Kōbe
Text on label

Kobe A
Kobe B

1918-1927
Postmark
Postmark
“Kobe”
“Kobe 2”

5
9

9

From 1928
Postmark
“Kobe”

40
29

Figure 3 – 1922 registered letter sent from the Sannomiya Post office to Denmark bearing a
“Kobe A” foreign registration label and “Kobe 2” foreign comb postmarks
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Table 3 shows that from my resource of registered letters I found 9 instances from 1918 to 1927 where a letter
has a “Kobe A” registration label and a “Kobe 2” comb postmark. One of these is illustrated in Figure 3 (page
190). This points directly to the Sannomiya post office as the source of the “Kobe A” registration labels. A JP
34/157 article shows a letter with a domestic registration stamp Sannomiya 369, a “Kobe 2” postmark and a “Kobe
A” registration label. That also fits with Sannomiya being the source of “Kobe A” registration labels. Admittedly
there are 5 instances between 1918 and 1927 where “Kobe” postmarks were used with a “Kobe A” registration
label, but they are in the minority, the important thing to note is that “Kobe 2” postmarks are found used only
with “Kobe A” labels. Tables 2 and 3 show that the number of mail items with a “Kobe A” registration label is
higher than those with “Kobe B” labels. This also points to Sannomiya as “Kobe A”, as most registered foreign
mail probably came from the nearby foreign settlement.
My conclusion from these observations is that:
“Kobe A” was used for mail from the Sannomiya post office
“Kobe B” was used for mail from the Kōbe Central post office (see Figure 4).
“Kobe C” was used for mail from other places.

Figure 4
Photo of the Kōbe Central post office (building in the right foreground) on Sakaemachi-dori

As noted above, after 1927 both post offices (Kōbe and Sannomiya) used a “Kobe” postmark. This does not
cause a problem for registered mail to determine from which of the two post offices a mail item came from, as
the A or B on the label provides that information.
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Yokohama
Yokohama, the capital city of Kanagawa Prefecture, started using the A, B and C letters in 1916.

Table 4
Foreign Registration labels:
Recorded instances at Yokohama by place of registration origin
Text on
label

Yokohama
Yokohama A
Yokohama B
Yokohama C

The place
post office

Location of originating registration
Local post
Other Japan
Japanese
office
prefectures
territories

21
27
12
5

18

30

“Yokohama” was used for mail that could also had been marked “Yokohama A” or “Yokohama B”.
“Yokohama A” was for mail from Yokohama.
“Yokohama B” was also for mail from Yokohama.
“Yokohama C” was for mail that originated from other places, including mail from other post offices in Yokohama
and Kanagawa Prefecture, other Japan prefectures and Japanese external territories. All of these had domestic
registration labels or handstamps, an example of which appears in Figure 5.(1)

Figure 5 - 1927 letter sent from Kanazawa, Ishikawa Prefecture to the U.S.A. with a crossed out Kanazawa domestic
registration handstamp numbered 178 and a “Yokohama C” Type 3 foreign registration label numbered 906

Where are “Yokohama A” and “Yokohama B”? If we compare the Yokohama label usage with the situation in
Kōbe, then they must be two different post offices, both using a Yokohama postmark.

1

Note that this cover was also illustrated at JP 75/119, in the first half of this two-part article.
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Figure 6
The Yokohama Central post office, near the Prefectural building and the foreign settlement area

“An official guide to Eastern Asia” was published by the Japanese Government Railways in several editions. It
told the traveler all that was needed to know in traveling around Japan, including information about the post
offices that handled foreign mail. The 1914 edition mentions that Yokohama had two post offices that were
designated to process or foreign mail, namely the Yokohama Central post office and the Sakuragi-chō post office.
In the 1933 edition these same two are mentioned together with the Takashima-chō post office.
Based on this, I suspect that the alternative to the Yokohama post office was the Sakuragi-chō post office.
Yokohama Central post office was a first-class post office and Sakuragi-chō was a second-class post office from
1904. Sakuragi-chō was also the final Yokohama station for the first railway line from Tōkyō to Yokohama. A
railway station is a good place for a post office, and Sakuragi-chō continued to be the end station for direct trains
between Yokohama and Tōkyō. The number of letters I recorded with a foreign registration label “Yokohama
A” was 27 and with a “Yokohama B” label 12. That A was used for the Yokohama Central post office is consistent
the fact that most mail came there, as it was near to the foreign settlement. All mail with either “Yokohama A”
or “Yokohama B” registration labels was cancelled with a foreign mail comb postmark reading “Yokohama”.
My conclusion from these observations is that:
“Yokohama A” was used for mail from the Yokohama Central post office.
“Yokohama B” was used for mail from the Sakuragi-chō post office.
“Yokohama C” was used for mail from other places.
This is similar to the use of the A, B and C letters at Kōbe.
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Ōsaka
Ōsaka started using the A, B and C letters in 1916.

Table 5
Foreign Registration labels:
Recorded instances at Ōsaka by place of registration origin
Text on
label

Osaka A
Osaka B
Osaka C

The place
post office

Location of originating registration
Local post
Other Japan
Japanese
office
prefectures
territories

15
26
22

2

“Osaka A” was for mail from Ōsaka.
“Osaka B” was also for mail from Ōsaka.
“Osaka C” was for mail from other places, including mail from other smaller post offices in Ōsaka, other Japan
prefectures and Japanese external territories (see example in Figure 7).

Figure 7 - 1928 letter sent from Kitahama in Ōsaka to the U.S.A. with a Kitahama-2 domestic registration handstamp
numbered 72 and an “Osaka C” Type 3 foreign registration label numbered 875

This looks like a similar system to that used in Yokohama. All mail with either “Osaka A” or “Osaka B” labels
was cancelled with a foreign mail comb postmark that read “Osaka” in the same way that Yokohama also used
the same postmark for two post offices.
Referring to the official guide from 1914 gives the information that foreign mail was handled not only by the
Ōsaka Central post office, but also by post offices in Ōsaka at Kawaguchi, Takatsu, Senba, Kōraibashi, Horie,
Tenma, Nanba, Umeda, Tennōji, Ajikawa, and Tamatsukuri. That doesn’t mean that these other post offices were
authorized to directly dispatch and receive foreign mail, but rather that they could initially handle a registered
item and forward it to a mail exchange office with their domestic registration label or handstamp.
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In the 1933 official guide these post offices had been reduced to Ōsaka Central, Kōraibashi, Nanba, Umeda, and
Tennōji. Undoubtedly either the “Osaka A” or the “Osaka” B labels were used at Ōsaka Central. I am reasonably
certain that the labels not used at Ōsaka Central were used at one of these other four post offices. It would be a
natural assumption that the “Osaka A” labels were use at Ōsaka Central, which is located in the northern part of
the city. The other post office would be more likely to be nearer the commercial center of Ōsaka. Based on this
assumption I think the most likely candidate is Nanba, but that is just an educated guess.
My conclusion from these observations is that:
“Osaka A” was used for mail from the Ōsaka Central post office.
“Osaka B” was used for mail from the Nanba post office.
“Osaka C” was used for mail from other places.
That would make the system used for the A, B and C letters at Ōsaka the same as for Kōbe and Yokohama,
notwithstanding the fact that I may be mistaken about Nanba.

Nagasaki
Nagasaki started using the letters in 1918, with the first recorded instance of a “Nagasaki B” label. This was the
only usage of a letter I had identified when I wrote the first part of this two-part article (see tables at JP 75/118
and JP 75/124). However, I have since found a Type 3 label that reads “Nagasaki A”.
Looking at the official guidebooks, they mention only Nagasaki Central post office in relation to foreign mail. It
seems that Nagasaki adopted a system similar to Tōkyō with “Nagasaki B” labels being used for mail originally
lodged for registration at other post offices within Nagasaki, and “Nagasaki” and “Nagasaki A” labels being used
for registered mail lodged at the Nagasaki Central post office. Note that Table 6 below is not comparable with
the combined figures provided in Tables 6 and 8 (at pages at JP 75/118 and JP 75/124) as it excludes mail with
“Nagasaki” labels used before 1918, and includes the newly identified instance of a “Nagasaki A” label.

Table 6
Foreign Registration labels:
Recorded instances at Nagasaki by place of registration origin
from 1918 to 1945
Text on
label
Nagasaki
Nagasaki A
Nagasaki B

The place
post office

Location of originating registration
Local post
Other Japan
Japanese
office
prefectures
territories

4
1
4

The total number of recorded Nagasaki foreign labels during the usage of letters is small, making it difficult to
draw firm conclusions. Nevertheless, my conclusion from these observations is that:
“Nagasaki” was used for mail from the Nagasaki Central post office.
“Nagasaki A” was also used for mail from Nagasaki Central.
“Nagasaki B” was used for mail from other offices within Nagasaki Prefecture.
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Figure 8 shows a photo of the Nagasaki Central post office taken around 1911. The building with the Danish
flag is the office of the Great Northern Telegraph Co., which controlled the telegraph lines to Shanghai and
Vladivostok until the Second World War. The building to the left is the Nagasaki branch of the shipping firm
Nihon Yūsen Kaisha (NHK).

Figure 8 - The red building at the right is the Nagasaki Central post office around 1911 at No. 1 Umegasaki.
A new modern building was erected in 1918.

Conclusions
There was no foreign mail exchange office whose usage of letters corresponds to the Arata/Arai hypothesis,
although it was correct in noting that the letter A signified that the registration originated at the major post office
in a specific town or city. However, the explanation for the letters B and C varies.
In the case of a city or town with only one main post office operating in a foreign mail exchange capacity (such
as Tōkyō and Nagasaki), A and B were the only letters used. For example:
“Tokyo A” was used for mail lodged at the Tōkyō Central post office, as was the case with mail without letters
(e.g., “Tokyo” or “Tokio”).
“Tokyo B” was used for all mail forwarded to Tōkyō Central bearing a domestic registration label or stamp. This
mail could have originated at other post offices in Tōkyō wards, in other prefectures, or in Japanese external
territories.
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In the case of a city or town that had two post offices operating in a foreign mail exchange capacity (such as Kōbe,
Yokohama and Ōsaka), the letters A, B and C were used. For example:
“Kobe A” was used on mail sent from the first post office.
“Kobe B” was used on mail sent from the second post office.
“Kobe C” was used for all mail bearing a domestic registration label or stamp. This mail could have come from
other post offices in Kōbe and Hyōgo Prefecture, from other prefectures, or Japanese territories.
These rules made the work at the exchange post offices easy, as all mail sent from a foreign mail handling post
office would have its label placed on the mail. Mail not originating at the exchange post office that had a domestic
registration label or stamp would additionally get a label from the exchange post office with a B or C. All this
mail would be recorded with the information on both the original domestic label and the added foreign label with
a B or C.
I have now compiled information from more than 1,100 registered letters and cards with foreign registration labels
used from 1892 to 1945. My conclusions based on the 939 (the 938 quoted at JP 75/108 plus the newly discovered
“Nagasaki A” label) items that I had available when the first article published in the August 2020 issue was written
are still valid.
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2020.8.31
Summer Greetings Postcards Lottery Draw
Details of this year’s Summer Greetings postcards, which were issued on 2020.6.1, are reported at pages 183-185
of this issue. The subsequent lottery draw was held on 2020.8.31, with prizes being awarded based on the 6-digit
serial number at the bottom right of each card. This year, as was the case last year, the third prize is a special
souvenir sheet of two stamps.
The lottery results, announced by Japan Post on
the day of the draw, are shown at right. Prizes 1
and 2 can be redeemed at any post office in Japan
between 2020.9.1 and 2021.4.22. The third prize,
the special sheet, can be redeemed between
2020.10.23 and 2021.4.22. Note that these are
revised redemption periods, made on 2020.8.31,
following the decision to postpone the issue of the
souvenir sheet from its scheduled date of 2020.9.1
to 2020.10.23. This was due to printing defects
found in the original printing of the sheet. Full
details of this sheet will be included in the next
issue of JP. 

Prize

Eligible
cards

¥10,000 cash

Based on
last 5 digits

¥2,000 cash

Based on
last 5 digits

¥147 special
souvenir sheet

Based on
last 2 digits

Winning
numbers
65764
26511
23108
77249
57382
55411
18043
08449
33

Number of
winning
cards
4,201

7,002

1,400,530
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LCD #10 Imitation
ISJP Director Anker Nielsen has regularly supplied us
with additional information to enhance the content of
Charles “Chuck” Swenson’s ISJP Monograph 21 The
Large Commemorative Datestamps of Japan,
published in 2014.
Professor Nielsen’s latest find (above) is very
intriguing to say the least. At first glance it appears to
be a copy of LCD #10, which commemorated the visit
by Crown Prince Yoshihito (who later ruled as the
Taishō Emperor) to the San'in District in May-June
1907. However, a closer inspection reveals that it is
not what it seems, but actually a very accurate imitation
of LCD #10. An illustration of the genuine LCD and
an enlargement of the imitation are shown together on
page 199 for comparison.
The San'in District is a region in the southwest of
Honshū that borders the Sea of Japan, encompassing
the prefectures of Tottori and Shimane along with the
northern portions of the prefectures of Kyōto, Hyōgo
and Yamaguchi. As noted in a fairly comprehensive
update of the known information about LCD #10
published at JP 71/23-27, the Crown Prince initially
traveled overland to the port of Shinmaizuru in
northern Kyōto Prefecture and was then transported
westward aboard the warship Kashima along the Sea of
Japan coastline, visiting locations along the way. A full
listing of the 21 post offices authorized to use the LCD

between 11 May and 6 June can be found in a table at
JP 71/26. The LCD was not in continuous use at any
one of the post offices throughout the entire period.
Instead, a given post office seems to have used the LCD
only on the day or evening that the Crown Prince was
present or passed through the area. It should be noted
that not one of these authorized offices was located in
Yamaguchi Prefecture, the most westerly prefecture
(or part thereof) in the San'in region.
The names of the authorized post offices appeared in
the small shield at the bottom center of the LCD design.
In the genuine example of the LCD illustrated on page
199, the post office name is Shinmaizuru (新舞鶴). In
the imitation it is Tokuyama (徳山), at the time a town
in Yamaguchi Prefecture. Moreover, the inscription on
the imitation stating what event it commemorates is not
the same as the genuine LCD, but the slightly different
“In commemoration of the Crown Prince’s visit to
Yamaguchi Prefecture” (i.e., rather than “to the San'in
District”).
The only other major difference is the date information
entered at the bottom of the outer ring. In the genuine,
the date is in a DDMMYY format reading from right to
left. It appears as Arabic numbers and with the regnal
year (Meiji) 40 rather than Gregorian year 1907. In the
imitation it is in YYMMDD format reading from right
to left, but wholly in Japanese writing including the
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LCD 10

Imitation

regnal year name. The actual date is hard to read but
“Meiji 41” is clearly visible and what looks like the
characters 四月 (or “April”) beside it.

commemorative cachet produced to mark a visit by the
Crown Prince to Yamaguchi Prefecture in 1908 (Meiji
41), most probably in April. There was a possibility
that the Communications Ministry had officially
authorized the usage of a Variant Color Datestamp
(VCD), a type used to commemorate or call attention
to an event for which an LCD was not deemed
appropriate. However, a quick referral to another
excellent reference by Charles “Chuck” Swenson, his
ISJP Monograph 19 The Variant Color Datestamps of
Japan, published in 2005, proved that this was not the
case, although a VCD had been authorized for the
Crown Prince’s visit to Kagoshima Prefecture in
October 1907 and another one for his visit to Shikoku
in November 1907.

Is this a forgery?
This new discovery cannot be strictly classified as a
forgery because there has been no intention of
producing an exact copy of a genuine LCD #10
example, despite imitating most of the design features.
Tokuyama was not one of the 21 post offices
authorized to use LCD #10, and in fact, although it is
in Yamaguchi Prefecture, it is not in the northern part
that forms part of the San'in region along the Sea of
Japan coastline, but in the south of the prefecture where
it borders the Inland Sea. Although it appears to be a
commemorative datestamp, it has not been used to
cancel a postage stamp(s), which it would not be
allowed to do unless authorized.
Based on the differences in the inscriptions outlined
above, we can deduce that the imitation is an unofficial

One assumes that the unofficial cachet is
commemorating an event (i.e., Crown Prince visit to
Yamaguchi Prefecture in 1908) that actually took
place, although a source confirming this has not yet
been found. 
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2020.6.10
Natural Monument Series, Set 5: Iriomote Island
The collective term “Natural Monuments” is one of several categories used
to define things that are protected under Japan’s Cultural Properties
Protection Law. Natural Monuments are typically birds, animals, insects,
plants and vegetation, or geological and mineralogical features. More
significant subjects, including some places of outstanding scenic beauty
(termed Special Protected Districts), may qualify to be designated as
“Special Natural Monuments”.
This fifth set in the Natural Monuments Series features areas in
Iriomotejima, the largest of the Yaeyama Islands in Okinawa Prefecture.
The island forms part of the Iriomote-Ishigaki National Park. As inscribed
in the title of the stamp sheet, the specific regions in Iriomote featured
comprise the Hoshidate Natural Monument Protection Area and the
Nakama River Natural Monument Protection Area. The protection areas
were respectively designated as natural monuments on 1972.5.15
(Hoshidate) and 1975.3.18 (Nakama River).
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This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs by Maruyama Satoru printed in sheets of 10 measuring 187.0 x 127.0 mm.
All the designs are rectangular except Design 5, which is in the shape of a circle measuring 32.0 x 32.0 mm. The
other individual measurements are 28.5 x 36.0 mm (Designs 1, 4 and 10), 28.0 x 32.0 mm (Designs 2 and 3), and
21.5 x 25.5 mm (Designs 6 to 9). The arrangement of the designs can be seen from the sheet format diagram. In
all, 1,000,000 copies of each design were printed in six offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.

The stamps depict a selection of the flora and fauna that inhabit the two protection areas. The titles of the designs
appear on the stamps, for which we have listed the common name translations and scientific names.
Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Common name
translation

Crested serpent eagle
Ruddy kingfisher
Ryūkyū scops owl
Iriomote wild cat
Chinese box turtle
Large tree nymph
Bamboo orchid
Screw pine
Sagaribana
Loop-root mangrove

Scientific name

Spilornis cheela
Halcyon coromanda
Otus elegans
Prionailurus bengalensis iriomotensis
Cuora flavomarginata
Idea leuconoe
Arundina graminifolia
Pandanus odorifer
Barringtonia racemosa
Rhizophora mucronata

Sheet background: Mangroves in the lower Urauchi River
First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, depicts the Iriomote wild cat from
Design 4 together with the series logo that includes the silhouette of a tree. The unframed (machine) datestamp,
below right, depicts the Ruddy kingfisher as seen in Design 2.
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2020.6.16
Edo-Tōkyō Series, Set 1: Nihonbashi
This is the first set in a new series called “Edo-Tōkyō” in Japanese and “Scenery and Things of Edo and Tokyo”
in English. Edo of course is the previous name of Tōkyō, and the intended aim of the series is to highlight past
and present features of the city. The topic of this first set is “Nihonbashi”, and features a collection of its
landmarks and customs dating back to the early years of the Edo period (1603-1868). Although
nothing has been stated it is presumed that subsequent sets in the series will be based on other
historical districts of Tōkyō.
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The issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, one comprising ten ¥63 designs and the other ten ¥84
designs by Yoshikawa Ayumi. The sheets respectively measure 187.0 x 67.5 mm (¥63) and 187.0 x 127.0 mm
(¥84). The individual designs in the ¥63 sheet are square-shaped, each measuring 24.0 x 24.0 mm. By contrast,
most of the ten designs (1-3, 7-10) in the ¥84 sheet are also square, each measuring 27.0 x 27.0 mm, while Design
4 is rectangular with measurements of 21.0 x 30.0 mm, and Designs 5-6 also rectangular, each measuring 30.0 x
21.0 mm. A total of 900,000 copies of each ¥63 design and 2,300,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in
6 offset inks by Cartor Security Printing.
The titles of the designs appear to the right of the respective stamps. Translations of these titles appear below. In
addition, supplementary information provided in the Japan Post announcement identifying the sources of a lot of
the material, has enabled an enhancement of our descriptions.
¥63 sheet
 ¥63 Design 1 - Cookware
This design is based on products sold by the Kiya Cutlery Shop in Nihonbashi. This
specialty shop has been in the business of supplying and sharpening knives since
1792, with a particular focus on kitchen knives. It is also a source of other quality
cutting tools and kitchenware.
¥63 Design 2 - Dried foods 
The goods depicted in this design are sourced from two famous Nihonbashi shops.
One is the Ninben Main Store founded in 1699 specializing in dried food goods.
However, these days it seems more known for its Dashi Bar. The other shop is the
Yamamoto Noriten, a shop established in 1849 that specializes in nori (“dried
seaweed”) products.
 ¥63 Design 3 - Desserts
This design depicts a selection of desserts sold at Eitarō Sōhonpo, a confectionary
store founded in 1818 that commenced its operations in Nihonbashi in 1857.

¥63 Design 4 - Japanese paper products 
Founded in 1806, the Haibara store in Nihonbashi has been one of Japan’s premier
sellers of stationery made from washi (traditional Japanese paper) for over 200
years. Some more of its products are depicted in Design 7 of the ¥84 sheet.

 ¥63 Design 5 - Yukata
A yukata is a casual summer kimono, usually made of cotton or synthetic fabric.
It is worn by both men and women. The yukata and its associated items pictured
in the stamp design have not been sourced to a specific Nihonbashi establishment
in the Japan Post announcement.
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 ¥63 Design 6 - Bentō
A traditional favorite of the Japanese, bentō (“lunch boxes”) have now become a
popular choice at many Western cafes and restaurants specializing in Japanese food.
This stamp design is linked to the Benmatsu Sōhonten in Nihonbashi, found in 1850.
¥63 Design 7 - Toothpicks 
Founded in 1704, the Saruya is a specialty store in
Nihonbashi which specializes in traditional Japanese
yōji (toothpicks), used especially with sweets served in the tea ceremony. They
are all manually made and even a veteran artisan can make only 400 pieces a day.
The store sources its wood from the Kuromoji (Lindera umbellata) tree.
 ¥63 Design 8 - Brushes / Cutlery
The Edoya, literally “Edo shop”, in Nihonbashi was founded in 1718. It specializes
in brushes of all sizes, its most popular items being clothes brushes. The unrelated
Ubukeya shop specializes in both selling and sharpening cutting tools. Founded in
1783, the shop is filled with knives, scissors,
tweezers, and many other implements.
¥63 Design 9 - Shrine Visit 
Established in 1466, the Koami Shrine is the only remaining shrine in Nihonbashi
that has survived both the Great Kantō Earthquake of 1923 and the Allied
firebombing raid on Tōkyō in March 1945. It attracts many visitors as it is said to
have the power to bestow the fortune of money upon people who purify money at
its well. The shrine is depicted in Design 10 of the
¥84 sheet.
 ¥63 Design 10 - Oyakodon [chicken and egg rice bowl]
An oyakodon is a meal comprised of a bowl of rice topped with chicken and egg,
hence the name oyako meaning parent (oya) and child (ko). The oldest (and some
argue the best) oyakodon restaurant in Tōkyō is the Tamahide in Nihonbashi. The
outside of the restaurant is depicted in Design 5 of the ¥84 sheet.

¥84 sheet
¥84 Design 1 - Nihonbashi Mitsukoshi Main Store 
This stamp design shows an image of the main entrance to the main store of
Mitsukoshi (now Mitsukoshi-Isetan) Ltd., a huge international department store
chain headquartered in Nihonbashi. Mitsukoshi was founded in 1673 as a
kimono seller. The 8-story building is renowned for its gorgeous architecture
and interior decoration.
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¥84 Design 2 - Specialty Dashi Shop 
As noted in the description of Design 2 in the ¥63 sheet, the Ninben Main Store
founded in 1699 specializes in dried food goods, but these days is more known
for its Dashi Bar.
 ¥84 Design 3 - Specialty Brush Shop
As noted in the description of Design 8 in the
¥63 sheet, Edoya, literally “Edo shop”, in
Nihonbashi was founded in 1718.
It
specializes in brushes of all sizes, with the
most popular items being its clothes brushes.
The stamp design depicts the main entrance.
¥84 Design 4 - Specialty Knife Shop 
In Design 8 in the ¥63 sheet, it was mentioned that the Ubukeya shop in Nihonbashi
specializes in both the selling and sharpening of cutting tools. Founded in 1783, the
shop is filled with knives, scissors, tweezers, and many other implements. This design
depicts the front of the building.
 ¥84 Design 5 - Specialty Chicken
Restaurant
As mentioned in the description of Design 10 in the ¥63 sheet, the oldest
(and some argue the best) oyakodon restaurant in Tōkyō is the Tamahide in
Nihonbashi. The design pictures the outside of the restaurant with the
depicted queue providing a good indication of its popularity.

¥84 Design 6 - Nihonbashi 
The first Nihonbashi (literally “Japan Bridge”) was a wooden bridge across
the Nihonbashi River completed in 1603. It became famous during the 17th
century as the eastern terminus of the Tōkaidō, the highway linking Edo to
Kyōto. The current version of the bridge, made of stone, was completed in
1911. In the stamp design, the Nihonbashi is barely recognizable under the
massive Shuto (Metropolitan) Expressway. A clearer view is provided in
the right margin of the ¥63 sheet.
 ¥84 Design 7 - Specialty Stationery Shop
As noted in Design 4 of the ¥63 sheet, the Haibara store in Nihonbashi, founded
in 1806, has been one of Japan’s premier sellers of stationery made from washi
(traditional Japanese paper) for over 200 years. This design shows more of its
products.
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 ¥84 Design 8 - Postal Service Birthplace
This design refers to the fact that the first modern general post office in Japan
was located near the Nihonbashi, the origin point of the Tōkaidō Road with its
53 post stations between Edo and Kyōto. The design includes a Meiji Period
mail carrier and objects associated with letter writing in that period. Its design
also features the bust of Maeshima (or Maejima) Hisoka, the founder of the
modern Japanese postal service, which is located at the current Nihonbashi Post
Office.
¥84 Design 9 - Festival 
No further information was provided in the Japan Post announcement about
this stamp design, which from its title is obviously referring to a festival. The
most likely candidate is the Nihonbashi-Kyōbashi Festival held annually in late
October.
 ¥84 Design 10 - Shrine Visit
As noted in the description in the ¥63 sheet with the same title, this design is
linked to the Koami Shrine in Nihonbashi established in 1466. It depicts the
entrance to the shrine.

¥84 Sheet background
The margins of the ¥84 sheet depict objects and scenes associated with the
Nihonbashi area, some but not all of which are directly connected with the
designs on the stamps. One notable item is the “Ningyōchō Karakuri-Yagura”
or “Ningyōchō Puppet Tower” in the right margin. Ningyōchō, literally “Doll Town” or “Puppet Town”, is a
district that formerly housed many theaters during the Edo period. Two Edo-style structures of this design were
recently erected in this area to entertain passers-by with animated puppets performing rakugo (comical stories)
and old fire-brigade activities.
First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts the image of Nihonbashi (the
bridge) found in the right margin of the ¥63 sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, depicts the girl
writing a letter that appears in the lower margin of the ¥84 sheet.
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2020.6.19
Japanese Traditional Color Series, Set 4
This is the fourth set in a commemorative and special issue series with exactly the same format as the 2016
greeting stamps issue, called “Japanese Traditional Color Series”. This completes the four sets in the series, each
of which had a theme of one of the four annual seasons. The theme for the first set issued on 2017.9.20 was
autumn, followed by spring for the second set issued on 2019.3.6, winter for the third set issued on 2019.11.6,
and summer for this fourth and final set issued on 2020.6.19.
This issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs
(18.5 x 22.5 mm) by Hoshiyama Ayaka, with editorial advice and supervision provided by the Japan Color
Research Institute. The sheet dimensions are 187.0 x 67.5 mm for both sheets. A total of 900,000 copies of each
¥63 design and 3,000,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in 6 offset inks by the Toppan Printing Co.
The selected color of each design is inscribed in red on the individual stamps in the style of a brush-written artist’s
signature seal. The color for each design also appears as a curved arc in one of its corners, while the names of
their respective colors appear in the sheet’s margin, directly above or below the particular design. In addition
clarifying comments to some designs have been added in square brackets.
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¥63 Sheet
Stamp

Color

Design

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Kuwanomi-iro (Mulberry color)
Fukamidori (Dark green)
Mizuasagi (Pale blue)
Kin-aka (Golden red)
Ichigo-iro (Strawberry color)
Nyūhaku (Milky white)
Endō midori (Pea green)
Hisui-iro (Jade color)
Sekichiku-iro (Light pink color)
Bara-iro (Rose color)

Mulberries
Bitter melon
Ramune bottle(1)
Goldfish
Shaved ice [with strawberry syrup]
Ice cream
Green peas
Kingfisher(2)
China pink blossoms [Dianthus chinensis]
Rose blossoms

¥84 Sheet
Stamp

Color

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Konjō (Prussian blue)
Koiai (Dark indigo)
Ukon-iro (Saffron color)
Komugi-iro (Straw color)
Shikkoku (Jet black)
Usumizu-iro (Light aqua color)
Konpeki (Azure)
Tōmorokoshi-iro (Corn color)
Himawari-iro (Sunflower color)
Kogecha (Dark brown)

Design
Colored glass
Indigo-dyed fan
Curry
Straw hat
Cormorant fishing
Jellyfish
Cumulonimbus cloud
Corn
Sunflowers
Beetles

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts one of the goldfish shown in
Design 4 of the ¥63 sheet together with the fan pictured
in Design 2 of the ¥84 sheet. The unframed (machine)
datestamp, right, combines similar depictions of the
bitter melon pictured in Design 2 of the ¥63 sheet, the
straw hat in Design 4 of the ¥84 sheet, and one of the
beetles shown in Design 10 of the ¥84 sheet.

1

Japanese carbonated soft drink

2

Hisui, the Sino-Japanese word for “kingfisher”, also applies to precious jade of that color.
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2020.7.1
Sea Life Series, Set 4
This is the fourth and final installment of a fourset series that seemed to be more oriented
towards the employment of special printing
processes than providing varied and educative subject
matter. Although this set, featuring different species of
tropical fish, is a welcome exception to that generalization.
The set comprises ten ¥84 designs by Hoshiyama Ayaka,
with editorial advice and supervision provided by the Ōsaka
Aquarium. The designs appear in a haphazard manner in the
86.0 x 160.0 mm sheet (see sheet format diagram) in two
different sizes, consisting of 21.5 x 25.5 mm (Designs 1, 2,
4-6 and 8) and 25.5 x 21.5 mm (Designs 3, 7, 9 and 10). A
total of 3,000,000 copies of each design were printed in 6
offset inks plus lamicoat processing (creating a hologram
effect) by the Toppan Printing Co.
First-day post offices: The officially designated first-day
post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The
framed (hand) datestamp, below left, depicts the elements of
Design 1 but in a different configuration, while the
unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, depicts the
clownfish image in the sheet background (adjacent to
Design 10).

Design descriptions: These descriptions do not
appear on the sheet and have been sourced from the
Japan Post announcement. Note that where two
different species of fish appear in a single design the one in the foreground is listed first.

1

Both species of damselfish

2

Species of dartfish

Design

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pacific double-saddle butterflyfish and Moorish idol
Blue devil and Blue-green chromis(1)
Blue tang
Shepard’s angelfish and Yellow tang
Moorish idol
Forceps fish
Fire goby(2)
Saddle butterflyfish and Yellow boxfish
Clownfish
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2020.7.8
World Heritage Series III, Set 13
Japan had its 23rd entry inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List on 2019.7.6. This honor followed a
decision made at the 43rd Session of UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee held at Baku, Azerbaijan from 30
June to 10 July 2019. The official inscription name on the World Heritage List is “Mozu-Furuichi Kofun Group:
Mounded Tombs of Ancient Japan”.
The “Mozu-Furuichi Kofun Group” is composed of 49 kofun (ancient tomb mound), which are densely
concentrated in the Mozu and Furuichi areas atop a plateau in the southern part of the Ōsaka Plain. The Mozu
Group is clustered around Sakai City, while the Furuichi Group, clustered around the cities of Fujiidera and
Habikino, is located about 10 km to the east.
Kofun are seen in various shapes including round, square, and scallop shell. However, the larger ones, and the
more impressive especially when viewed from above, are those that are keyhole-shaped. Not surprisingly, all the
kofun depicted in this stamp issue are large and keyhole-shaped.
This stamp issue comprises a 212.5 x 140.0 mm sheet containing ten ¥84 designs (5 x 2) by Yamada Yasuko.
Each of the designs measures 36.5 x 28.0 mm. A total of 500,000 copies of each design were printed in six offset
inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
The individual design descriptions appear both on the stamps themselves and in a separate list above the block of
stamps. This list also incorporates the two designs in the sheet’s upper margin, which also have their descriptions
inscribed upon them. Note that the first row in the sheet (Designs 1-5) pertains to the Mozu Kofun Group and
the second row (Designs 6-10) to the Furuichi Group. Attribution of these, and most other, major kofun in Japan
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to members of the imperial line is assigned by the Imperial Household Agency, which also maintains and guards
them. The true identity of their occupants remains unknown, and excavation of those attributed to members of
the imperial line remains prohibited.
 Design 1 - Emperor Nintoku Kofun
This design shows an aerial view of the kofun attributed to Emperor Nintoku,
located in Sakai City. One of the tombs collectively known as the Mozu
Group, it is the largest kofun in Japan. The
keyhole-shaped mound, 35 m high, 486 m
long, and 307 m wide, is surrounded by
three moats and two greenbelts, with a total
area of 32.3 hectares. Built in the 5th
century, the tomb is most often depicted
from above as it is here, but in its earliest appearance on a Japanese stamp, the
afforestation issue of 1986.5.9 (illustrated at right), it was depicted from only a
slightly elevated position from ground level.
 Design 2 - Emperor Richū Kofun
Nintoku was succeeded to the Japanese throne by his son Richū. No firm
dates have been able to be assigned to either the lives or reigns of both these
emperors, but there is general agreement that they reigned around the start of
the 5th century based on Chinese chronicles that record embassies from Japan
at that time. This kofun attributed to Richū is located in the same group of
tombs as Nintoku’s in Sakai City. Although smaller than his father’s,
Richū’s keyhole-shaped kofun is no less impressive, measuring 365 m in
length, and rated as Japan’s third largest kofun in overall size.
Design 3 - Haniwa Helmet (excavated from the Itasuke Kofun) 
Haniwa (“clay ring”) are the unglazed terracotta objects, cylinders, and
figures of people, animals and houses that were deposited around the edge of
burial mounds during the Kofun period (c. 300 to 538). This helmet-shaped
haniwa was unearthed from the Itasuke Kofun depicted in Design 4. The
haniwa became a symbol of Sakai City’s efforts to protect cultural properties.
It is 27.3 cm in height.
 Design 4 - Itasuke Kofun
This keyhole-shaped kofun has a mound length of 146 m. Located in the
Mozu Group of kofun in Sakai City, it originally had several satellite tombs
around it. The Itasuke Kofun is thought to have been built in the early 5th
century. In the mid-1950s the kofun was saved from demolition by a citizenled campaign to preserve it. As mentioned above, the helmet-shaped haniwa
depicted in Design 3 was unearthed from this kofun and became a symbol of
Sakai City’s efforts to protect cultural properties.
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 Design 5 - Gobyōyama Kofun
This keyhole-shaped kofun in Sakai City is the 4th largest in the Mozu Group.
Its accepted dimensions for many years were 186 m long, 95 m wide, and
17 m high. However, following excavations conducted by the Imperial
Household Agency and Sakai City in 2008, the mound was restored to the
size of 203 m in overall length, 136 m at its widest, and 18.3 m in height.
The excavations revealed that when the moat was used as a reservoir for
farmland water in the early Edo period, a part of the mound was removed
due to the expansion work of the moat.
Design 6 - Emperor Ōjin Kofun 
This design shows an aerial view of the kofun attributed to Emperor Ōjin,
who is said to have reigned around the latter half of the 3rd century (although
he is listed in the chronicles as the immediate predecessor of Emperor
Nintoku). The keyhole-shaped kofun, located in Habikino City, is the largest
tomb mound in the Furuichi Group and the second largest in Japan, with a
length of 425 m. The 36 m high mound is surrounded by a double moat and
bank. Its construction period has been dated to the first half of the 5th century,
and from the haniwa that have been unearthed it is estimated that more than
20,000 cylindrical haniwa were arranged on it.
 Design 7 - Nakatsuhime-no-Mikoto Kofun
This keyhole-shaped kofun is the second largest in the Furuichi Group with
a mound length of 290 m and a maximum height of 26.2 m. It is surrounded
by a narrow, steeply dug moat, and a wide bank. This is the supposed burial
mound of Nakatsuhime-no-Mikoto, the kōgō (empress consort) of Emperor
Ōjin. Located in Fujiidera City, its construction period is dated to the second
half of the 4th century.

Design 8 - Waterfowl-shaped Haniwa
(excavated from the Tsudō Shiroyama Kofun) 
The keyhole-shaped Tsudō Shiroyama kofun is located at the northernmost
tip of the Furuichi Group. It is 210 m long with a maximum height of 16.9
m. Many different artifacts have been discovered during excavations of the
mound, including bronze mirrors, iron armor, weapons, and various types of
personal ornaments. Arguably the most spectacular are three realistic
waterfowl-shaped haniwa that are the size of actual whistling swans. These
haniwa, depicted in this stamp design, have been designated as National
Important Cultural Properties.
 Design 9 - Emperor Chūai Kofun
Located in Fujiidera City, this 245 m long keyhole-shaped kofun is the third
largest in the Furuichi Group. Surrounded by a wide moat, the mound was
used as a fortress during the Muromachi period (1336-1573), but has since
been modified. Many haniwa have been unearthed from the mound and
moat. The reign of Emperor Chūai is traditionally accepted as being from
192-200. He was succeeded by his widow, the legendary Empress Jingū.
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Design 10 - “Hakuchōryō” Kofun 
This keyhole-shaped kofun, located at Karusato in Habikono City, is 200 m
long with a maximum height of 23.3 m. Its construction is dated to the
second half of the 5th century. Officially named Shiratori no Misasagi (Tomb
of the White Bird) by the Imperial Household Agency, this kofun is attributed
to Yamato Takeru no Mikoto, son of Emperor Keikō who is supposed to have
reigned in the early 2nd century. The name comes from a legend associated
with its supposed occupant, whose spirit is said to have flown back to
Yamato in the form of a white bird after his death on campaign. Commonly
referred to as “Hakuchōryō” Kofun, it is also known as Karusato Ōtsuka
Kofun.
Sheet background

The two designs in the upper margin
of the sheet depict aerial maps of the
individual kofun groups that
constitute the World Heritage Site.
The Mozu Group () appears at the
left, and the Furuichi Group () on
the right.

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand)
datestamp, below left, depicts the Emperor Nintoku kofun illustrated in Design 1, while the unframed (machine)
datestamp, below right, shows the Emperor Ōjin kofun as pictured in Design 6. These are respectively the largest
and second largest kofun in Japan.
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2020.7.17
Protection of Historic Sites,
Places of Scenic Beauty and
Natural Monuments
100th Anniversary
The collective term “Natural Monuments” is one of
several categories used to define things that are
protected under Japan’s Cultural Properties
Protection Law. A resolution for the preservation
of natural monuments as well as historical relics
was passed by the Japanese Parliament in 1912.
The aim of the resolution was fulfilled when the
Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites, Places
of Scenic Beauty and Natural Monuments was
promulgated in 1919.
This resulted in the
designation of the first Natural Monument in 1920,
the 100th anniversary of which is commemorated
by this set of stamps.
This issue comprises ten ¥84 designs (25.0 x 35.5
mm) by Maruyama Satoru printed in sheets of 10
(2 x 5) measuring 84.0 x 225.0 mm. In all, 500,000
copies of each design were printed in six offset inks
by the National Printing Bureau.
The name of each depicted subject appears on its
individual stamp(s) as well as in the margin to its
left or right. In addition to the vertical listing of its
name in the margin, its category (Historic Site,
Place of Scenic Beauty, or Natural Monument) is
also listed vertically to the left of the name. Note
that almost all the stamp designs depict subjects
that have qualified to be designated as “Special” in
their particular category.
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Design 1 - Goryōkaku 
Goryōkaku is a castle in Hakodate, Hokkaidō. Its name literally describes its original
function as a five- (go) sided or edged (ryō) fortification (kaku). Built by Takeda
Hisaburō over the seven-year period 1857-64, it was Japan’s first western-style
fortress, located in the center of the port of Hakodate. Goryōkaku is famous as the
site of the last battle of the Boshin Civil War that led to the overthrow of the Tokugawa
shogunate and the restoration of imperial rule. When it finally fell to the imperial
forces on 1869.6.27, much of Goryōkaku had been reduced to a ruin. Today,
Goryōkaku is a park, and was designated as a National Special Historic Site in 1952.
 Design 2 - Nakijin Castle Ruins
In the 1300s, Okinawa was divided into three kingdoms, Nanzan to the south, Chūzan
in the central region, and Hokuzan in the north. Nakijin Castle was the fortress of the
Hokuzan kingdom until 1416 (some accounts say 1422) when it was captured by King
Shō Hashi (1372-1439), the ruler of Chūzan. Today it is in ruins, although famous
for the variety of cherry blossoms called hikanzakura (Prunus campanulata) that are
depicted quite prominently on this stamp. It is designated as a National Historic Site.
Design 3 - Heijō Palace East Palace Garden 
In 710 Japan’s imperial capital was transferred from
Fujiwara to a newly created city called Heijō-kyō (now
Nara) by the Empress Gemmei. When the capital moved to Nagaoka in 784, Heijō’s
Palace was simply abandoned and gradually disappeared through the ravages of time
and the elements, although in recent years there has been an ongoing program of
restoration and reconstruction, including the Tōin Teien (East Palace Garden) depicted
on the stamp. The Tōin Teien is designated as National Special Place of Scenic
Beauty, while the total Heijō Palace Remains was designated as a National Special
Historic Site in 1952.
 Design 4 - Yohinogari Archaeological Site
During the Yayoi period (300 BC to 300 AD) both the cultivation of red-grained rice
and the shift from a nomadic lifestyle to permanent settlements occurred. The
Yoshinogari Historical Park, located in the Kanzaki area of Saga Prefecture in
Kyūshū, is today the home of the Yoshinogari Archaeological Site. Many remains
have been discovered and excavated at the site, including remains of raised
storehouses, watch towers and other dwellings, a large number of which have been
reconstructed. The whole complex is designated as a National Special Historic Site.
Designs 5 & 6 - Kamikōchi 
Kamikōchi is a roughly 18 km long highland valley in the
Northern Japan Alps of Nagano Prefecture that offers some
of Japan’s most spectacular mountain scenery. It was
designated as a National Special Natural Monument in 1952.
Kamikōchi, which forms part of the Chūbu-Sangaku National
Park, has many scenic features, including Mt. Hodaka and the
Azusa River. It was chosen as the subject of the first set in
the ongoing Natural Monument stamp series issued on
2016.9.23. As well as being a National Special Natural
Monument, Kamikōchi is also designated as a National
Special Place of Scenic Beauty.
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 Design 7 - Kenroku-en
Kenroku-en at Kanazawa in Ishikawa Prefecture is well known as one of Japan’s three
famous gardens. The feature of the garden most often depicted is the Kotoji Lantern
pictured in the stamp design. “Kotoji” refers to the similarity of the stone lantern’s
supports to the shape of the individual bridges (ji) under the strings of the musical
instrument called koto. The name Kenroku-en literally means “garden combining six
[elements]”: vastness, quiet, human effort, antiquity, running water, and scenic
beauty. Kenroku-en is designated as a National Special Place of Scenic Beauty.
Design 8 - Amanohashidate 
For centuries Amanohashidate has been called one of the 日本三景 (Nihon sankei or
Japan’s three most scenic spots). Literally meaning “Bridge of Heaven”,
Amanohashidate is a pine-covered sandbar at the west end of Wakasa Bay on the
northwest shore of Kyōto Prefecture. Its name was inspired by the legendary heavenly
bridge where Shintō deities Izanagi and Izanami stood to create the islands of Japan.
The sandbar is 3.6 km (2.2 miles) long, 20 to 170 m (65-560 ft) wide, and covered
with about 8,000 pine trees. Amanoshidate is designated as a National Special Place
of Scenic Beauty.
 Design 9 - Kamoshika
The Nihon kamoshika or Japanese serow (Capricornis crispus) resembles a cross
between a goat and an antelope but is more heavily built than either. Its numbers are
few, and for official protection it was designated as a National Special Natural
Monument in 1955. It lives in subalpine regions in various parts of the country,
excepting Hokkaidō. The kamoshika is the subject of the current ¥50 definitive stamp,
and it also recently appeared on two stamps in the ongoing National Monument series,
the first in Set 1 featuring Kamikōchi (issued 2016.9.23)
and the other in Set 4 promoting Kurobe Gorge (issued
2019.4.12).
Design 10 - Kōnotori 
The Kōnotori or Oriental white stork (Ciconia boyciana) is Hyōgo’s prefectural bird.
Although quite common in Japan in the late Edo period, stork numbers had been
gradually decreasing since then, and the Tajima Region of Hyōgo Prefecture was the
last breeding area for storks in Japan before they disappeared in the wild in 1971.
Prior to that date Hyōgo Prefecture started conservation activities in 1955 and captive
breeding in 1965, succeeding in producing the first chick in captivity in 1989. The
stork was designated as a National Special Natural Monument in 1956.
First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown. The framed (hand)
datestamp, left, depicts the Japanese serow from
Design 9, while the unframed (machine) datestamp,
right, depicts one of the Oriental white storks as seen
in Design 10.
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2020.7.22
Letter Writing Day
Japan has been issuing stamps under the title fumi no hi(1) each year (except 2011) since 1979. This year’s issue
comprises two sheets (161.0 x 64.0 mm) of ten self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising five ¥63 designs
and five ¥84 designs. Although Japan Post calls each of the sheets a シート (shīto or “sheet”), they more resemble
what philatelists would call a stamp booklet. They are made of card quality stock and as the accompanying
illustrations show, they each come with a scored vertical line allowing them to be easily folded and placed in
one’s pocket, purse, wallet, etc.
Two copies of each design (18.5 x 22.5 mm) by Kusuda Yūji appear in their respective sheets, and are numbered
in accordance with the sheet layout diagram. A total of 1,600,000 copies of each of the ¥63 designs and 4,000,000
copies of each of the ¥84 designs were printed in 6 offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps. The illustrations of both
sides of each sheet are found on page 218.
No descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps or their respective sheets, and the
translated descriptions have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement. Note that each of Designs 1 to 5
in the ¥63 sheet respectively has a connection with its counterpart in the ¥84 sheet.

¥63 sheet

Design

Letter Writing Day
Fruit gathering
The washing
Goat and chicken
Arrival of a letter

1
2
3
4
5

¥84 sheet

Writing a letter
Fruit preservation
The ironing
Egg sandwiches
Sending a letter

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the first-day
datestamps are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts the young girl with a letter sent in the
mail that forms the subject of Design 5 in the ¥63 sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows
the woman writing a letter at a desk as depicted in Design 1 of the ¥84 sheet.

1

Literally “Letter Day” but translated into English as “Letter Writing Day”.
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2020.8.3
PHILANIPPON 2021
This is a promotional issue for PHILANIPPON 2021, which is scheduled to be held at the Pacifico Yokohama
Exhibition Hall from 25 to 30 August 2021. PHILANIPPON has become a major event on the international
philatelic exhibition calendar, having been held every 10 years since 1971 (called PHILATOKYO in 1971 &
1981).
This issue comprises a sheet (187.0 x 127.0 mm) of ten ¥84 designs arranged as depicted in the sheet format
diagram. Design 1 measures 42.0 x 30.0 mm, while the dimensions of Designs 2-5 are 39.0 x 27.0 mm and those
of Designs 6-10 are 27.0 x 39.0 mm. The designs by Kaifuchi Junko were based on photographs supplied by
Kawakita Shigeki (Design 1), Nakahashi Fujio (Design 2), Satō Tetsuo (Design 3), Morita Yūki (Design 4),
Okada Mitsushi (Design 5), Takami Akira (Design 6), Tanaka Hideaki (Designs 7 & 10), Miyamoto Takahiro
(Design 8), and Minoruda Ken'ichi (Design 9). A total of 2.0 million copies of each design were printed by the
Toppan Printing Co.
No descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps or the sheet’s margins, and the
descriptions on page 220 have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement.
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Design

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Minato Mirai skyscrapers and Mount Fuji (night view)
Mount Fuji and cherry blossoms
Mount Fuji and its reflection in Lake Yamanaka
Mount Fuji, kochia and cosmos
Mount Fuji and larch forest
Mount Fuji and cherry blossoms
Mount Fuji and tea plantation
Mount Fuji and azalea garden
Mount Fuji and sulfur cosmos
Mount Fuji and its reflection in Lake Kawaguchi (view at dawn)

Sheet background
The top margin depicts a panoramic night view of the Minato Mirai skyscrapers
and Mount Fuji that includes Design 1. Superimposed at the top left is the
official exhibition logo, shown here enlarged.

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of first-day
datestamps applied are shown below. The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts detail from the exhibition logo
with Mount Fuji in the background, while the unframed (machine) datestamp, right, shows just the detail from
the logo.
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2020.8.18
Hospitality Flowers Series, Set 14
This is the 14th set of a series depicting what Japan Post
refers to as omotenashi or “hospitality” flowers.
Omotenashi means “to entertain guests”, but it carries
nuances of thoughtful, warm-hearted care and Japan Post’s
intention for selecting it as the name for this series is that
stamps sent on postcards or letters will convey a similar
type of thoughtfulness to the addressee. This set has the
same sheet format as Sets 3-12, which we previously noted
(at JP 70/216-217) as being quite different from the format
used for Sets 1 and 2.
This issue consists of two sheets of 10 (2 x 5) self-adhesive
stamps, respectively comprising five ¥63 and five ¥84
designs arranged as horizontal pairs. The designs by
Nakamaru Hitomi(1) measure 18.5 x 22.5 mm each and the
dimensions of each sheet are 67.5 x 187.0 mm. A total of
1.8 million of each of the ¥63 designs and 6.0 million of
each of the ¥84 designs were printed in 5 offset inks by the
Toppan Printing Co.
The design inscriptions and their translations appear
below. For each sheet, a repetitive sequence of small
pictorial depictions of Designs 1-5 appears down both the
left and right margins.

¥63 Sheet

1

Design

Inscription

Translation

1
2
3
4
5

Ichō
Daria, Kosumosu
Rindō
Kiku
Bara

Ginkgo
Dahlia, Cosmos(2)
Gentian
Chrysanthemum
Rose

As was the case with the previous sets in this series and in the 2011-2013 Seasonal Flowers Series, both Iitsuka Katsumi and Murata Jin
are acknowledged as advisory editors. Iitsuka Katsumi is the executive director of the Japan Association of Botanical Gardens, and Murata
Jin is a professor on the faculty of the Botanical Gardens at the Tōkyō University Graduate School of Science.
2

Only the cosmos is depicted in the margin.
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¥84 Sheet
Design

Inscription

Translation

1
2
3
4
5

Momji
Daria, Kosumosu
Kikyō
Keitō
Bara

Maple leaf
Dahlia, Cosmos(3)
Chinese Bellflower
Cockscomb
Rose

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō
Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand) datestamp,
below left, depicts a slightly different version of the ginkgo
flowers shown in Design 1 of the ¥63 sheet, while the
unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, shows a
slightly different version of the maple leaves depicted in
Design 1 of the ¥84 sheet. 

3

Only the cosmos is depicted in the margin.
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2020.6.1
Summer Greetings Stamps
This issue consists of two sheets (187.0 x 67.5 mm) of self-adhesive stamps,
respectively comprising ten ¥63 designs and ten ¥84 designs. Overall design was
undertaken by Tamaki Akira based on photographs provided by Nodera Harutaka.
The individual designs are all rectangular in shape but come in a number of different
sizes, as detailed in the design descriptions on page 224. A total of 1,300,000 copies
of each ¥63 design and 2,500,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in 6 offset
inks by Cartor Security Printing.
First-day post offices: The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō
Central and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand) datestamp shows palm trees as depicted
in the ¥63 sheet background
and a number of the
individual designs, while the
unframed
(machine)
datestamp
shows
an
expanded version of the red
frangipani
depicted
in
Design 2 of the ¥84 sheet.
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Summer Greetings
¥63 sheet

¥84 sheet

Subject

Size, mm

Design

Subject

Size, mm

Red ginger
Palm tree 1
Palm tree 2
Papaya
Sunflower
Bird of Paradise
Hibiscus 1
Frangipani
Seashell
Hibiscus 2

21.5 x 30.0
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
23.0 x 27.0
21.5 x 30.0
21.5 x 36.0
21.5 x 25.5
27.0 x 23.0
28.5 x 21.5
28.5 x 21.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Drink
Red frangipani
Palm tree
Cloud
Red ginger
Seagull
White frangipani
People at the beach
Shadow of a palm tree
Lei

21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
28.5 x 21.5
27.0 x 23.0
23.0 x 27.0
21.5 x 25.5
28.5 x 21.5

———

———

2020.8.21
Autumn Greetings Stamps
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The format of this year’s issue of “Autumn Greetings” stamps comprises two sheets (187.0 x 67.5 mm) of selfadhesive stamps, one containing ten ¥63 designs and the other ten ¥84 designs, all of them accredited to
Yoshikawa Ayumi.
The arrangement of the designs in each sheet is shown in the sheet format diagrams. The ten ¥84 designs are all
shaped square and measure 25.5 x 25.5 mm. However, the ten ¥63 designs are all irregular in shape and have
different individual measurements. These are listed beside the description of each design. The titles of the stamp
designs do not appear either on the stamps themselves or in the margins of the sheets, and have been sourced from
the Japan Post press release. A total of 900,000 copies of the ¥63 sheet and 2,500,000 copies of the ¥84 sheet
were printed in six offset inks by Cartor Security Printing.

Autumn Greetings
¥63 sheet
Subject

Leaf 1
Pine cone
Nashi
Leaf 2
Leaf 3
Persimmon
Pumpkin
Leaf 4
Acorn
Fig

¥84 sheet
Size, mm

Design

32.6 x 32.8
27.3 x 29.3
26.8 x 33.2
31.2 x 29.9
31.5 x 29.0
27.1 x 28.1
26.7 x 32.7
26.8 x 26.7
28.0 x 30.4
25.0 x 30.7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Subject

Tree nuts 1
Leaves 1
Pumpkins
Tree nuts 2
Persimmons
Tree nuts 3
Leaves 2
Nashi
Figs
Leaves 3

Size, mm

25.5 x 25.5

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the first-day
datestamps are shown. The framed (hand) datestamp, below left, shows a composite design of an acorn depicted
with a different orientation in the right margin of the ¥63 sheet, and the pine cone, as shown in Design 2 of that
sheet. The unframed (machine) datestamp, below right, shows a similar mixture of leaves as depicted in Design
10 of the ¥84 sheet. 
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Hybrid postmark with fee paid postmark – Nagoya 1922
by Florian Eichhorn
In 2016/2017 I presented a two-part article (JP 71/8-11 and 72/37-41) in
Japanese Philately on postmarks with the inscription reading 料金収納印
(ryōkin shūnō in or fee paid handstamp). As mentioned in that article, the fee
paid handstamp marking, introduced in 1906, formed part of a special purpose
trisected domestic style postmark.
Not long after the publication of my twopart article I found the example pictured at
left in a JPS auction catalogue. It is an
interesting hybrid version of the postmark.
Its top and center reflect an ordinary
domestic comb type postmark reading
“名古屋 11.8.18” (Nagoya 1922.8.18),
whereas the bottom section is that of
trisected
circle
postmark
reading
料金収納印 (“fee paid handstamp”), as
enlarged at right.
The auction listing(1) showed only a detail with the franking. According to the lot description, it was another
“telephone name change document”.
The small red vertical markings plus name seals at the top right read “witness” (on the right, named Fujimura)
and “cancelling person” (named Yamaishi). 
————————————————
1

Source: JPS auction 509 of April 2017, lot 341

———

———
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Corrections to past issues of Japanese Philately
75/159
75/168

In line 7 of the Design 7 description, change “2010.12.8” to “2008.12.8”
ISJP election, next-to-last paragraph, line 4, insert “as Director” after “nominated”

Advertisements
—————————————————————————————————————————————
WANTED, JAPANESE EARLY FORGERY STAMPS. Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876) forgeries.
E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com
[ISJP 1700]
Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715
—————————————————————————————————————————————
FOR SALE, JAPANESE PHILATELIC LITERATURE: Ishida Dragon 6s Cherry Blossom native paper
volume, perfin catalog, specialized books on kobans, Shōwa definitives, and occupations. Please e-mail for list
of 11 works.
E-mail: dandow.umn@gmail.com
David Andow, St Paul, MN
[ISJP 4886]
—————————————————————————————————————————————
WANTED: SPIRO KOBAN: Sheets, blocks and singles. Send scans @ 300dpi for consideration.
https://kobans.blogspot.com/2019/09/new-spiro-b8-1-sen.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1655120214769981/
E-mail: strathdeem@gmail.com
Mack Strathdee
[ISJP 3399]
—————————————————————————————————————————————
INFORMATION WANTED: MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6. Colleague preparing
new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists. Particularly interested in
scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides).
[ISJP 3731]
E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn)
—————————————————————————————————————————————
WANTED: I collect postcards of Japanese airports, cards showing airplanes on the ground. I would like to buy
singles or large quantities of such cards. Please send, fax, or e-mail copies along with prices to:
E-mail: broose1946@gmail.com
[ISJP 5416]
Bruce Charkow, 5726 Timbervalley Road, Tsawwassen, BC, Canada V4L 2E6
—————————————————————————————————————————————
SELLING & BUYING: Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have
material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com.
Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com.
[ISJP 2771]
George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311
—————————————————————————————————————————————
FOR SALE: Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990). https://myjapanstamps.com
E-mail: l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com
[ISJP 983]
Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729
—————————————————————————————————————————————
SELLING JAPAN and RYUKYUS: We offer an excellent selection of Never Hinged and Hinged Mint Sets,
Souvenir Sheets and Booklets up to date. We also offer 600,000 sets and sheets of the World! Please visit
www.WorldStamps.com to view our fantastic offerings. Email: Frank@WorldStamps.com.
[ISJP 4462]
Frank Geiger - WorldStamps.com - PO Box 3442 - Pinehurst NC 28374. Phone 787-689-6879
—————————————————————————————————————————————
WANTED, JAPAN 1st, 2nd and 3rd SHŌWA SERIES: Inscription blocks, plate varieties, presentation books,
postal usages, FDC’s, reference books and other related material for collector’s exhibit. Please e-mail description.
E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu
[ISJP 2269]
Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220
—————————————————————————————————————————————
WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION: Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc. Mint, LH. Ask for my
want list - postage refund.
[ISJP 6424]
Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651
—————————————————————————————————————————————
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ISJP Online “Zoom” Meeting: 17 November 2020

ISJP Director Edwin Kawasaki will host the first-ever
all-member online ISJP meeting on the Zoom
platform. All members can participate and we
encourage you to join us for this inaugural virtual
gathering.
Three ISJP members will make
presentations, and you may ask questions via chat.
Get to see and meet your fellow members via internet
or telephone.

Speaker

ISJP role

Topic

Lois Evans-de Violini
Ken Kamholz
Todd Lewis

Director & Webmaster
Vice-President & Publisher
Karl Lewis Project Coordinator

The identification of early Japanese forgeries
Japonica: What it’s all about philatelically
Karl Lewis and China Clipper Mail

The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, 17 November 2020, beginning at 6:00 PM Pacific Standard Time USA
(9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time USA). To participate, please request a meeting link at any time prior to the
meeting by contacting Edwin Kawasaki via email to ed@epk.co. 

